This research aims to investigate variables affecting board size in public companies listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange (IDX) and optimum board size which maximizes firm"s value measured by Price to Earnings Ratio (PER), Price to Book Value (PBV), and Tobin"s Q. Using 4,379 observations from 2007 to 2015 of IDX data, this research finds that liquidity, solvability, activity, and profitability affect board size significantly in quadratic form. In addition, it is suggested that the optimum board size for small companies is four directors while the size for big companies is six to seven directors.
INTRODUCTION
To operate a company, investing in the human and economic resource is a must. These resources are managed by the management to achieve their goals, one of which is profit in short term, mid-term, and long term. To achieve that goal, the company creates several interconnected divisions called organizational structure. Organizational structure must be designed in a way to ensure that each division is able to communicate as a part of the coordination process. Wolf (on [33] ) stated that organizational structure directly influenced successful organizational strategies.
Decision making is the main process of managing an organization. Individual"s decision makings are generally used for non-complex problems. [28] stated that individuals think and act rationally before making any decision, and because of that, individuals tend to select profitable decisions. Generally, larger companies have more complex problems. For a complex organization, group decision making is the norm. The presence of others significantly affects an individual"s decision process. However, decision making studies found that group dynamics could obstruct them from achieving good decision making [10] . Because of that, the group should have an optimum number of members, not too few nor too many. The board size optimization needs limitation or constraint. [28] stated that there are several factors that affected the accomplishment of a group, one of which is team composition. In a team composition, their size decided their accomplishment. [28] stated that the most effective team size is five to nine people because there will be coordination problems and the need to conduct several meetings for making decisions. In-group conflicts are common occurrences, considering differences between individuals such as perception, social background, education, personality, dreams, experience, or any others [30] . However, [30] stated that different opinions or perceptions could be seen as an advantage and not a weakness.
Decision making is affected by organizational structure [33] . Board size plays an important role in managing a corporation because directors are responsible for managing companies" business. Directors are the best people trusted by the owner to manage the company efficiently and effectively. The question is, what is the optimum board size that could produce maximum companies" value? The optimum number refers to a condition where an increase or decrease of directors would not decrease the companies" value.
Studies on the relation between board size and performance or the company"s value had been conducted by several researchers, but there is no conclusive result. [25] and [16] found that there is a linear non-monotonous relation between board size and the company"s value. [37] , [7] , [11] , [29] , and [4] research proved that there is a negative influence between board size and performance. Their research used different proxies to calculate performance/value: Toni"s Q [37] , profitability [7] , return stock [11] , net profit [29] , and ROA [4] .
[1] and [20] found that board size positively influences ROA and Tobin's Q. On the other hand, [1] proved that board size negatively influences ROE and Market to Book. [20] found that board size negatively influences sales growth performance. Considering the diverse research results (positive and negative), [20] suggested Ghanaian public company to use a smaller board size to achieve effective performance. The average board size in that research is 8 directors.
[31] research proved a different result from the previous one. They found that board size gives a quadratic effect on the company"s value that uses price to earnings ratio (PER), price to book value (PBV), and Tobin"s Q as its proxy. The quadratic effect in this research means that until a certain number of directors is reached, increasing the board size will raise the company"s value. On the contrary, if the benefit of increasing the board size is lower than the cost, it will lower the company"s value.
[13] found that a larger board size would have larger control of the company, and this would cause them to feel entrenchment, which will affect the company"s value. [6] stated that a variation of board size is caused by different characteristics of the companies. However, it is also possible for companies with high homogeneity to have the same board size. [9] stated that a multi-variant approach has a huge chance to find the optimum board size to maximize the company"s value.
Based on those different research results, this study aims to find the optimum board size for companies listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange (IDX) to maximize the company"s value. The optimum number in this research is the number that produced the maximum company"s value. In accordance to decision making and organization theory, a good decision could be made by a group containing several individuals with different perspectives, which is a strength on one hand and an obstacle on the other hand, as the group"s dynamic could prevent a good decision making. [21] found that big and small companies have a vastly different board structure. Thus, this research differentiates their optimum board size. [37] stated that the company"s decrease in value is different for small, medium, and large companies as the result of increasing the same number of directors. The largest impact is felt by small companies because their small job complexity is burdened by the cost inefficiency and decision making because of the increase of board size. [37] used a log of total capital to measure market equity value at the end of the year, added with long term debt and preferred stock estimation to measure the scale of the company.
To achieve an optimum result, a company would surely face their limitations or obstacles. On obstacle theory, it is mentioned that operation results could be improved if the limitations/ obstacles are being handled well [2] . To determine the optimum board size that produced maximum value, companies are faced with liquidity, solvability, activity, and profitability"s level. Companies with good liquidity, solvability, activity, and profit are able to have more directors than companies with financial problems. Director"s compensation requires no small amount of money. As a result, financially troubled companies could not pay this compensation, and that means an increase of board size is not a good option for them.
Liquidity Ratio
Liquidity ratio calculates companies" short term liquidity by observing current assets relative to current debts. Bad long term liquidity ratio also affects solvability [12] Companies" inability to fulfill their current obligation is an extreme liquidity problem. This problem can lead to insolvency and bankruptcy. Although accounting uses sustainability concept assumption, there is still a need to analyze liquidity and solvability [32] . Through liquidity ratio, owners could measure managements" capability in managing the funds, which includes paying their short term obligation. With this ratio, management is able to monitor the available treasury to fulfill the obligations in due time [14] .
A company"s liquidity rate is generally used as a benchmark on decision making of people related to them, one of which is stakeholders. Liquidity is a fund or cash position of a company and their capability in fulfilling their obligation/debt in due time. Liquidity is important to companies because good liquidity enables them to pay various short term obligations, such as paying salaries, debts to suppliers, tax obligation, or any other. Cash bonus for directors could incite a spike of performance. If a company is lacking in liquid assets, they are in danger of fulfilling their short term obligation, which includes paying director"s cash bonus. On the contrary, it is a bad sign if a company"s liquid assets far exceed their short term obligation (over liquid). Over liquid indicates that the company is not capable of productively managing their assets [36] . H1a: Liquidity ration influence the board size.
Solvability Ratio
To do their business, companies need adequate funds. Solvability shows a company"s capability to fulfill all their short and long term obligetions. Un-solvable companies are companies whose assets are lower than their debts. Thus, directors have to grasp the company"s optimum short and long term obligation levels. Companies with debts are not worse than those without. [17] assumed debt as an effective control mechanism towards management, even more so if the directors are reluctant to pay cash dividends to the stakeholders even when their companies have a huge free cash flow. [3] found that debt structure and other financial performance is linear with companies" value. [5] found that debt could become an effective corporate governance mechanism in Thailand and Indonesia to prevent management from doing things that are good for them but bad for others. [15] found that companies" capital structure is determined by their liquidity, solvability, activity, and profitability. Further explanations show that this capital structure affects various strategic decisions, including deciding the board size. [18] found that capital structure"s decision making heavily depends on liquidity management on Sri Lanka Telekom PLC. Because of that, companies have to focus on liquidity management in deciding their capital structure so that they could achieve their long term value.
[14] stated that one of the uses of solvability ratio is to measure a company"s assets capability in fulfilling every obligation, including the permanent obligation to pay their installment loan. Like with liquidity, companies with good solvability rate are allowed to have a higher number of directors than those who experienced solvability problem. Unsolvable companies surely will not be able to pay the compensations, and thus adding the number of directors is not a good idea. H1b: Solvability ratio is linear to board size
Activity Ratio
Companies" activity such as buying and selling inventories influenced their sustainability. Inventory with high turnover rate means their sales happen not long after they were bought. High turnover rate will increase the cash flow quality. Better quality cash flow will increase a company"s management and operational capability, enabling them to pay off their debts and all obligations, which include paying a cash dividend to stakeholders. Activity theory is used to measure a company"s effectivity in using their assets, as well as measuring a company"s efficiency in making use of available resources. This resource is also used to measure a company"s capability in doing daily activities.
One way of measuring activity ratio is by observing the total assets" turnover, the comparison between sales and assets. Companies with low assets turnover are having a surplus of assets, which means that those assets have not been fully used on their sales [14] . The produced sales will create cash for companies. Considering that the director"s compensation is linked with cash, companies with low assets turnover will not be able to pay this compensation, thus increasing the board size will be seemingly impossible. H1c: Activity ratio is linear with board size
Profitability Ratio
Profitability is a company"s ability to get profits on certain periods. Profitability influences investor"s investment policy. Company"s capability in producing profits attracted investors to invest their funds to expand their business, on the other hand, low profitability causes investors to withdraw their funds. For the company itself, profitability can be used as a tool to evaluate management effectiveness. Profitability also holds an important role in long term sustainability because profitability indicates the future prospect of the company. Because of that, every firm will always try their hardest to increase their profitability, as the higher their profitability is, the safer their sustainability.
Profitability ratio is also used to measure management effectiveness in operating the company. This ratio shows the capability of a company in creating profits through their ability and resources. The higher the assets" returns, the higher their net profit for every single unit of money invested in those assets [14] . When the profitability is low, it could indicate a not yet optimum performance by the director, thus increasing the board size could be needed to support performance optimization. However, non-profitable companies may not need an increase in board size considering this condition could cause them to be unable to pay extra compensations. H1d: Profitability ratio is linear to board size
Companies' Value
In agency theory, the principal found the company and appointed agents with the hope that the agents will work their hardest to maximize the principal"s wealth and welfare. For public companies listed on the capital market, stock market price reflected the company"s value. If the market responded positively, the stock price will increase, which also means an increase in the company"s value.
[23] researched on factors that influence executive compensation in China and found that there is a positive connection between compensation and performance. Executive compensation surely depends on executive size, the board of directors. Wardhani"s research on [35] stated that there is a significant and positive relation between board size in deciding the possibility of the company having financial distress. [35] studied liquidity ratio in predicting companies" financial problem. Liquidity ratio shows the ability of a company in fulfilling their short term financial obligation. The higher their capability in that, the smaller the possibility of having financial distress.
A contradictory result is shown by [8] who stated that there is a significant yet negative relation between board size and financial problem, which means the larger the board size is, the smaller the potential of a financial problem arising. Board of Directors will decide on the company"s short term and long term policies/strategies. This is in accordance with Pearch and Zahra"s research (1992) who stated that board size and diversities give advantages to companies because it will create connections with outsiders to ensure resources availability. Thus, the board is an important mechanism in corporate governance, where its existence decides the company"s performance [35] . Proof on board size effectivity is still not clear because there are several different findings. Those different results may be an indication that board size influence on performance depends on each companies" characteristics (Wardhani on [35] ).
Board of directors as a part of structural organization carries out operational activities to achieve the expected goals. A more complex structure needed more directors" composition. Directors are issuer"s organ or authorized public companies and have full responsibility on Issuer or Public Companies" management for Issuer or Public Companies" interests, corresponded with Issuer or Public Companies" purposes and objectives, as well as represented Issuer or Public Companies, inside or outside the court, in accordance with articles of association [26] . Thus, directors have to fulfill management functions to achieve their company"s goals.
Directors on the board of directors communicate with each other in performing coordination for decision making. Effectivity from a large board size may decrease considering the occurrence of miscommunication and decision making. The board size really determined the efficiency and effectivity of decision making in performing the managerial functions. A larger board size contrarily lowered the company"s value because they took too much time on making decisions, as too many heads are making the decisions [37] . H2: The optimum board size is different between large and small companies.
RESEARCH METHOD

Research Design
This research used board size and board of directors as its dependent variables. On independent variables, there are liquidity ratio (ratio between current assets besides stocks and current debts), solvability ratio (ratio between total debts and total assets), activity (ratio between total income and total assets), and profitability (ratio between net profit and average assets). To answer the second problem, this research operates several independent variables. In deciding the optimum board size, this research decided on an aim, that is to maximize the value of companies with liquidity, solvability, activity, and profitability as the problems, as well as the companies" total assets to divide large and small companies based on their assets (a company will be categorized as a large company if it has a larger than average asset). The research design is shown in Picture 1.
Picture 1. Research Design
Company"s value as a goal is measured with three variables: a) Price to earnings ratio, the ratio between stock market price and company"s profit per share b) Price to book value, the ratio between stock market price and company"s book value of equity c) Tobin's Q, the ratio between the market value of equity (after being added with a book value of debt) and book value of total assets Previous research on company"s value usually used Tobin"s Q as their proxy. However, seeing that Tobin"s Q initial formula is the market value of assets divided by replacement cost of assets, and both variables" data is hard to get, many researchers modified that initial formula. Tobin"s Q formula that was modified by [22] changed market value of assets with a market value of equity, added with a book value of debts, while replacement cost is replaced with a book value of total assets because of the difficulty to find the data needed for the initial formula. Even though it is said to be accurate with pre-modified formula, the principle of the modified formula is really identical with multiples principle.
P/E divided market value of equity (market price per share) with earnings per share (net profit Problems per share), P/B divided market value of equity (market price per share) with book value of equity, P/S divided market value of equity (market price per share) with sales revenue per share, while modified Tobin"s Q divided market value of equity (market price per share) after being added with book value of debts with book value of total assets. This caused multiples to be widely used on the intrinsic value of shares" fundamental analysis (which also means the company"s value) by academics and practitioner. Brahmana and Hooy (2011) found that between PER (or P/E), PBV (or P/B), and P/S, multiple PER is the best proxy. This research aims to give empirical evidence on 1) the influence of some financial variables (company"s fundamentals: liquidity, solvability, activity, and profitability) to board size, and 2) the optimum board size for large and small company to maximize the company"s value (Price to Earnings Ratio or PER, Price to Book Value or PBV, and Tobin"s Q). This study is done by using multiple linear regression to answer the first aim, while the second aim is answered by using linear programming approach.
Operational Variables Definition a) Price to Earnings Ratio (PER), the ratio bet-
ween stock market price and company"s profit per share b) Price to Book Value (PBV), the ratio between stock market price and company"s book value of equity c) Tobin's Q (TOBINSQ), the ratio between the market value of equity (after being added with a book value of debt) and book value of total assets d) Board size (BOARD), the number of people in the company"s board of directors e) Liquidity (LIQUIDITY), the ratio between current total asset aside from stock and current total debt f) Solvability (SOLVABILITY), the ratio between total funds and the company"s total asset g) Activity (ACTIVITY), the ratio between total income and the company"s total asset h) Profitability (PROFITABILITY), the ratio between net profit and the company"s average asset i) Asset (ASSET), company"s total asset
Collecting and Analyzing Data
This research gathered secondary data through observing financial report prepared by companies and published on the Indonesian Stock Exchange. The population in this research are all issuers registered on Indonesian Stock Exchange from 2007 to 2015, and all population members that are used in this research. Table 2 shows this research"s population and samples. [2007] [2008] [2009] [2010] [2011] [2012] [2013] [2014] [2015] Teknik analisis data dilakukan dengan dua tahap, sesuai dengan jumlah rumusan masalah. Rumusan masalah pertama dianalisis dengan teknik regresi linear berganda dengan persamaan sebagai berikut.
Data analysis was done in two steps, in accordance with the number of research questions. The first problem was analyzed using multiple linear regression, the equation is as written below:
The second problem was analyzed using linear programming approach. The researcher used this approach to seek the optimum solution between several available solutions, considering the obstacle and limitation to fulfilling the aims. In this approach, the company"s aim is to maximize their value (PER, PBV, and Tobin"s Q). Considering the value achievement of the company is by using board size, the limitation is liquidity, solvability, activity, and profitability. Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics of the variables used in this research. For the first objective of the research, board size (BOARD) is used as dependent variable, while liquidity (LIQ, solvability (SOL), activity (ACT), and profitability (PRF) variables are operated as independent variables. For the second objective, independent variable ASS is used to classified large and small companies. Companies with higher than average total asset are classified as large companies, while those with the lower total asset are classified as small companies. Independent variables PER, PBV, and Tobin"s Q are operated as aim function variables in linear programming. Problem function variables for the second objective are liquidity, solvability, activity, and profitability. Table 3 shows the regression test results of liquidity, solvability, activity, and profitability"s influence on board size. Table 3 shows that all fundamental variables (liquidity, solvability, activity, and profitability) simultaneously affect the board size (BOARD). Thus, hypothesis 1a, 1b, 1c, and 1d could be accepted. However, looking closely at each independent variables" p-value t-statistic, the variable that has significant influence (on signification level 5% and 1%) are quadratic variables. This indicates that the influence of liquidity, solvability, activity, and profitability have quadratic influence with negative regression coefficient. This negative sign indicates a parabolic graph that opens downwards with maximum extreme value. In other words, until certain levels, an increase in liquidity, solvability, activity, and profitability can be followed by increasing the board size. However, after passing the optimum level, the board size declines as this company"s fundamental indicator increases.
Test Results
Optimum Board Size for Large and Small Companies Calculation Result
With the help of Mathematica™ programming software, the researcher received the result as shown in Table 4 below. The syntax for Linnear Programming using Mathematica™ is given in Attachment. Calculation of the optimum board size (that could maximize company"s value with PER, PBV, and Tobin"sQ proxies) with several fundamental problems such as liquidity, solvability, activity, and profitability shows 7:4 and 6:4 ratios, each for large and small companies respectively. In other words, to maximize the company"s value, the optimum board size for small companies are four people, while the optimum board size for large companies is six to seven people.
Discussion
Liquidity is a company"s capability in to pay or clear their debt or short term obligation [32] . The availability of liquid assets such as cash, credits, and stocks become really important to maintain the company"s capability in paying their obligations in due time. Companies should also pay attention to how fast can their liquid asset be converted into cash. If companies have little cash yet there are so many stocks in their warehouse, they in actuality are facing liquidity problem because they need a relatively long time to convert their stock into cash to pay their short term obligations. Companies should also avoid an excessive amount of cash because it does not give profits to them. Good cash management should become an important issue for companies.
When companies experienced liquidity problem, it is a bad idea to increase the board size because it will only increase their financial burden in short term. On the contrary, if their liquidity is rising, increasing board size could very well be done as long as the benefits overweigh the extra costs [24] .
Solvability shows companies" capability to pay or clear all their obligations or debts [32] . A solvable company is a company that has enough asset to pay short term and long term obligations. If the company is in a shortage of asset, it will not be able to pay their obligations. On the contrary, if they have too much asset, they will be able to pay their obligations but is not productive.
A solvable company (has the ability to clear all its obligations) is able to increase the board size as long as their value does not reach the optimum point [19] . However, if the company"s value (PER, PBV, or Tobin"s Q) is already optimum, increasing the board size will only lower their value.
Company"s activity such as selling and buying inventory affect their sustainability. Inventory with high turnover rate means their sales happen not long after they were bought. High turnover rate will increase a company"s cash flow quality. Better quality cash flow will increase a company"s management and operational capability, enabling them to pay off their debts and all obligations, which include paying a cash dividend to stakeholders.
Company with good asset turnover rate is able to have more directors than companies with problems with asset turnover [34] Because compensations for directors require quite an amount of money, companies with low asset turnover will not be able to pay these compensations, thus increasing the board size is not a good idea.
Companies with good profitability rate are able to have more directors than those who have problems with profitability [27] . Because compensations for directors require quite an amount of money, non-profitable companies with will not be able to pay these compensations, thus increasing the board size is not a good idea. Table 4 shows that all liquidity, solvability, activity, and profitability simultaneously affect the board size. Partially, the quadratic form of these variables has more influence on the board size. The result of this research indicates that all those company"s fundamental variables quadratically influence the board size. Increasing the variable"s ratios tends to increase the board size to an optimum level (which maximized company"s value), but after passing the optimum number of directors, it is highly discouraged to increase the board size as it will only lower company"s value.
The result of this research shows that the optimum board size is 7:4 and 6:4. These numbers mean that the number of directors on large and small companies are not the same. To maximize PER and Tobin"s Q, this research found that the optimum board size is seven for large companies and four for small companies. To maximize PBV, the optimum board size is six for large companies and, again, four for small companies. This result is closely similar to [20] research that suggested less than eight directors, which is the average board of directors" numbers in their research.
The board size should be adjusted with the company"s financial condition, the complexity of its business, as well as the rivalries. A company"s business complexity can be seen from the size of the company, which is the managed total asset in this case. The larger a company, the more complex their problems are, thus there will be a larger board size than smaller companies.
Having a small number of directors is not the best decision too. Decision making by an individual generally means that the problems are not complex. This is in accordance with Pearch and Zahra research on [35] , which stated that board size and diversity give an advantage to companies because it will create a network with outsiders to ensure resources availability.
A company"s financial condition also affects the board size. This is because directors" compensation is not small. Compensation has an important role in increasing directors" performance. Without proper compensations, their performance will drop, and will even cause a high directors turnover rate in a company. More directors mean more compensation funds are needed.
Even if a company"s financial condition allows them to pay the board"s compensations, increasing the board size along with the size of the company will not always give the maximum value. This is in accordance with group decision-making theory: a group"s dynamic can hinder the efforts to reach a good decision making [10] , and the difficulty of having good coordination [28] that may even cause conflicts [30] . This theory is supported by research done by [37] , [7] , [11] , [29] , [4] , and [20] who have proved the negative influence between board size and company"s performance.
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
Conclusion
This research aims to investigate variables affecting the board size. This study also calculates the optimum board size which maximizes the firm"s value measured by Price to Earnings Ratio (PER), Price to Book Value (PBV), and Tobin"s Q. The result shows that liquidity, solvability, activity, and profitability affect the board size significantly in quadratic form. Liquidity, solvability, activity, and profitability variables are simultaneously affecting the board size. Partially, these quadratic form variables significantly affect the board size. To maximize PER and Tobin"s Q value, the result of this research suggested seven directors for big companies and four directors for small companies. To maximize PBV, the suggested numbers are six for big companies and four for small companies.
Suggestions
Increasing liquidity, solvability, activity, and profitability"s ratio tends to increase the board size to its maximum level (which maximized company"s value), but after reaching the optimum number, increasing the board size would only decrease company"s value. The board size should be adjusted to the company"s financial condition, their business" complexity, and their industrial rivalries. It is suggested for big companies to have six to seven directors, and four directors for small companies.
Future studies could research the optimum board size for BUMN versus non-BUMN, high versus low capital companies, or various other criteria. The results could then be compared to see their consistency with this research. Future studies could also use other aim function criteria aside from maximizing company"s value. For example, maximizing market share, company"s reputation, et cetera. Lastly, future studies could add obstacles by combining companies" financial and non-financial variables.
